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ABSTRACT
Here On Considering the application of an Open Mapping Theorem to the
solutions of operator equations Let and be Banach Space and
in
. Suppose for every
, the operator equation
which
has a solution in in
. Therefore clearly the mapping is to be considered as
surjective.
In this paper we have been established the result in
which are
applied in
, with the Norm given by
.
Keywords: Banach Space, Cesar
operator.

summability, Zero and non-zero accretive

INTRODUCTION
Consider an
order non-homogeneous linear ordinary differential equation with
variable coefficients such as:
,
, for an initial conditions

for every

where each

and
, where

.
It is well known that the above mentioned differential equation with the initial condition has
a unique solution for
in
.
For
, let defined for
, then
is linear and
bijective.
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Therefore for a Banach Space
some
, such that every

be closed subspace of
with

such that
and

. Then for
.7

KNOWN RESULTS
(1) The series
of a function which defined on the same set
uniformly on if and only if for each
. a positive intgeger
such that

convergent

for all
and all
.
(2) for every series
,
a number ,
, satisfying the following
properties:
(i) The series convergent4 absolutely for every with
, if
, then the series
convergent uniformly for
.
(ii) if
, the sum of the series on an analytic function, then the derivative can be
obtained by term wise differentiation and then the derived series has the same radius of
convergence.
(1) Main Result
Let
be a normed linear space2 within
normed space and
is linear and surjective, then
Where

and
2

Proof: Since is a Banach space and
i.e. is a Banach space2.

and

be a finite dimensional
, in
.3

.

is closed.

Considering a sequence
in
such that
some
such that
For some distance, an instant. So equation (1) can be written as

.
(1)

Then
, which is finite.
Now for the linear mapping
we have, for points
(finite points) which
containing in open ball
for
and : radius of open ball. Also for the some
mapping
, for the above mentioned finite points in
for
Therefore we have
Hence

.

i.e.
i.e.

(2)
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from equation (2) we have,
(3)
from equation (3), we have
i.e. for the mapping

, we have

i.e.

which proved the result.

(2) Main Result
Theorem 1: There exist a linear functional
on
such that
in
, where
and
1
=1,2,…… .Every such function [6] satisfies =lim →
;
. Also that
Banach limit2 in
.
Proof: Let
for
and
.
, where
Hence
Let
Then
Hence

is a Subspace of
such that
with

.
We have to show that
for if possible suppose

and
is a

.

.
.
.
since

and

is a subspace in

.
, then
(4)

so there exist
i.e.
i.e.
i.e.
i.e.
hence

, where

.
.
.
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(5)
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Thus
as
which is not true.
7
therefore
.
Hence
(6)
so that from above considering equation(4) and (5) with conclusion of equation (3), we have
.
If
then
.
, and
i.e.
such that
.
so
and
and
. so take any
with property of Banach2 we have,

therefore
contained in

Hence

. so
such that
, where

is a Banach [2] limit in

a linear functional for

which

.
,
and
.3
, which proved the theorem.

Lemma 1: Let ve a Banach space2 with zero accretive operator and be a normed space
and
be a sequence in
in
, such that the sequence
convergent to
and for every
, define
in
with zero accretive
operator.5
Lemma 2: If

is a bounded linear mapping from

to

: =1,2….< and for any totally bounded subset

uniformly for

and
of ,

is converges to

6

.

Theorem 2: for a sequence8 of continuous function
which is defined on
is
bounded and converges to a continuous function , then the convergence is uniformly on
within normed space
.
Proof: Let
in the defined normed space. Then the
sequence
is decreasing
i.e.
and which is bounded below by zero. Thus the sequence
with normed space
which will converges7 point wise to zero on
.
however if possible that for certain
no such
independent of
, then the
convergence is uniform.
thus the function
being the difference of two continuous functions is
continuous in
.
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therefore we have,
, for some
proceeding for above equation (7), we have the conclusion:
is convergence uniformly on
.
i.e.
is convergence uniformly on
.
6
i.e.
is convergence uniformly on
within the normed space
the theorem.

(7)

. Hence proved

CONCLUSION
In this paper we have been established the relationship with normed space
on
by using the zero accretive operator for open mapping function
on
2
whenever some value
is may be convergent or divergent,4 monotonically
increasing and decreasing as per the conditions appeared.
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